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Round Dancing has been associated with square dancing throughout its history. In most
places in the United States and Canada where square dancing was done there were couple dances
done in a circle interspersed with the squares. That is a very broad description of the kind of dancing
which has commonly been called round dancing. Starting in about 1950, square dancing began to
change. A new style emerged that came to be known as modern western square dancing. At about
the same time substantial changes were also being introduced into round dancing. In this document
we examine those changes during the early years of what can be broadly described as modern round
dancing. We also identify the leaders of the activity and the dances that were created during that
period of change.
The collection, compilation and presentation of the information have become more practical and
possible in recent years by access to digital copies of publications from that period. In particular the
digitization of the complete sets of both Sets In Order magazine and American Square Dance
magazine has made it possible to incorporate full copies of articles about round dancing from that
period. We are indebted to Gardner Patton, a caller from New Jersey for several years and thousands
of hours of work to accomplish that digitization and to the owners of the rights to those publications
for permission to make them available. Another modern capability has made it possible to include
scans of actual pages from early books in this document. The collections of the Square Dance
Foundation of New England have been invaluable.
In providing actual copies of pages from documents and of items copied from digitized magazines it
has in some cases been necessary to leave blank spaces on the pages where those images are
copied. My skill with the word processor does not allow me to close those gaps.
DEFINITION
In 1947 Dr. Lloyd Shaw published a book called “The Round Dance Book: A Century of Waltzing”. In
twelve chapters he tells the history of waltzing, and explains how to dance the polka, the waltz, the
mazurka and varsouvianna, the schottische, the two-step, the Viennese waltz, and circle mixers. He
ends with a chapter on style, and notes on the music. At that time these are the dances that were
done at square dances. Usually they were done by couples moving in a counter clockwise direction in
a circle around the floor. This is distinct from the “free” style that is commonly called ballroom dancing
where couples move in different directions at their own discretion.
In 1953 Frank Hamilton wrote a book with the title “Introduction to American Round Dancing”. In the
introduction to a revised version of that book three years later with the title “American Round
Dancing”, he included a couple of paragraphs under the heading “WHAT IS ‘AMERICAN ROUND
DANCING’?” that gave his definition of what was then - and in my opinion still is - modern round
dancing. I include them here:
The millions who find a recreational outlet in dancing vary greatly in their preference for
ballroom, international folk, square, round and other dance forms. Some, including many of those
assisting with this book, take part in several different types - each of which is a source of wholesome
enjoyment. Just as the athlete finds it impossible to participate in all forms of sport, those interested in
dancing tend to seek out the kind they know and like best. "Our" kind of dancing has been variously
called: round, couple, sequence, pattern, folk, etc. The word "round" has been closely associated with
the revival of the square dance in this country especially since the publication of Lloyd Shaw's "The

Round Dance Book." It is the term used by a very large majority of those now doing this kind of
dancing.
Emphasis on the kind of dances included in R/D varies by groups and by areas. Some use the
"free" waltzes, polkas, schottisches, and two-steps alternating these "old time" dances with their
squares. Some limit their program to "traditional rounds" while others do nothing but the latest
composed dances written to popular tunes. Others include dances of international folk origin or
the latest Latin-American or jitterbug steps of the ballroom field. In general, there is emerging a form
of specialized dance which has an identity described by the following definition: "AMERICAN ROUND
DANCING includes those old and new pattern dances of American origin or adoption which are
generally associated with square dancing in this country. Usually done in couples, they are
characterized by their set routine to a definite musical arrangement and by uniform movement
CCW 'round' the hall ."

An important difference between the round dancing described in Lloyd Shaw’s book and that
described by Frank Hamilton is his wording “characterized by their set routine to a definite
musical arrangement”. That transition coincided with a substantial increase in the availability of
recorded music and the equipment on which to play it.
I have identified the start of what is called Modern Western Square Dancing (MWSD) as about 1950.
The number of square dance clubs exploded at about that time and many, if not most of them, used
recorded music. This made it possible to use recorded music for the rounds and that may have
provided some of the motivation to start writing dance routines that were designed to fit a particular
recording. Whatever the reason, it is clear that the design of rounds changed from the much shorter
and more musically flexible dances described by Lloyd Shaw in 1947 to the longer, more
complicated routines designed to fit a particular recording that are included in Dr Roger Knapp’s
“Collection of Round Dances” covering the period April 1951 to April 1953. That collection includes
dances created by most of the 34 leaders acknowledged and thanked by Frank Hamilton on the
inside cover of his 1956 book. (See the image on page 7)
During the six years from the writing of Lloyd Shaw’s book to 1953 When Frank Hamilton’s book was
published, round dancing underwent dramatic change. The dances Shaw describes were mostly eight
or at most sixteen measure routines. Six years later nearly all the dances that were being created
were thirty two measures of routine. The earlier routines were often done to several different
recordings of the same tune. In some cases the same routines were done to more than one song.
Names were given to the dance routine not necessarily to match the name of the song. By 1953
when Frank Hamilton’s book was written, dances were usually given the name of the recording for
which they were written.
In an interview with Bob Brundage Nita Smith described what was called “couple dancing” and its
connection to square dancing when they started in the late 1940’s in these words:
“Manning and I immediately hit the trail over to Austin, because we understood in Austin that the recreation
department was doing some work in this, and we, of course, then went to Houston to the first festival we could go
to, and found that everybody that was doing square dancing, just about, was also doing couple dancing, was what
we called it. And that would only be what we know as Cotton Eye Joe, which is the line dance, would you believe.
And we did Shoddy Shoes, and we did polkas. We did (?), and we did polkas. No, no, not in the beginning. Not
here, not here. But Manning never taught square dancing, and then later, round dancing. It was all taught at the
same time.”

The state of early round dancing is described well in this article from Sets In Order magazine in
February 1949.

A year later the same magazine announced the publication of a new book describing the rapidly
changing round dance activity with this article:

It is clear that Lloyd “Pappy” Shaw was the most important person in assuring the connection
between round dancing and square dancing. He is a powerful presence in the dance life of all of the
early leaders. The pattern that is common today of square dance tips alternating with round dances
began in the earliest days of square dancing. Before WW II they were mostly fairly short routines
drawn from the folk tradition with a few standard rhythms. These rhythms were chapter headings in

Shaw’s book, Polka, Waltz, Two Step, Mazurka/Varsouvienna. Many of the dances were done to
several different tunes. Even when the same tunes were used there were often regional variations
and these were sometimes given different names. Shaw’s book was the first that described the round
dances that were being done in the square dance world.
A review of Shaw’s book that I found on the internet site
(http://www.phantomranch.net/folkdanc/teachers/shaw) included this listing. ”Some of the dances that
Dr. Shaw taught in the United States are Badger Gavotte, Black Hawk Waltz, Bolero, Buffalo Glide,
Carlyle, Chapanecas, Circle Two-Step, Cotton-Eyed Joe, Doris Waltz, Duchess, Esmeralda Glide,
Five-Step Schottische, Four-Hand Polka, German Polka, Glide Polka, Glow Worm Gavotte, Good
Night Ladies, Heel and Toe Polka, Highland Schottische, Hot Pretzels, Indian Polka, Laces and
Graces, Leadville Glide, Merry Widow Waltz, Mexican Mixer, New England Quadrille, Narcissus,
Old Dan Tucker, Oxford Minuet, Polka Militaire, Princess Glide, Redowa, Rye Waltz, Sicilian Circle,
Skater's Waltz, Soldier's Joy, Spanish Circle, Spanish Waltz, Swedish Waltz, Texas Schottische,
Trilby Two-Step, Tucker Waltz, Tuxedo, Varsouvianna, Veleta Waltz, and Whistle Waltz.” (The 14 in
bold type are included in Dr. Knapp’s 1951-52 collection of 94 dances the index for which is
reproduced below. The three in italics are mixers. )
Most of the dances in Shaw’s book were one or two part routines. Each part was usually 8 measures
or less. They were nearly all done in a circle of couples moving in counter clockwise direction around
the floor. A few included a “free” dance section in which the couples moved freely around the floor
returning to the circle for the repeat of the other part of the dance
Many of the authors of books and articles about round dancing that were written during the late
1940’s and early 1950’s had attended the summer dance leadership institutes that “Pappy” Shaw ran
in Colorado Springs starting even before WW II. The ones we know about from the document
collection at the SDFNE are Betty and Homer Howell whose book “Round Dancing” was autographed
by them in Colorado Springs in 1950, Ginger Osgood, Virginia Anderson and Grace Hoheisal whose
book “Dancin’ a Round” was published in 1950. Frank Hamilton’s “American Round Dancing” came
out in 1953. Howell’s book mentions their first visit to Shaw’s institutes in 1939. Although not
mentioned in their book, it is likely that Mel and Helen Day, authors of “The Blue Book of Rounds”
published in 1952, who lived in Boise, Idaho met Frank Hamilton at a Shaw institute. He
acknowledges them and the Shaw’s as collaborators in his 1953 book. The list of contributors to his
rewrite of that book in 1956 identifies most of the leaders of modern round dancing in the earliest
years of its existence. They are shown in this image of the inside cover of that book. (The Days, who
were acknowledged in 1953, are missing from the 1956 list.)

EXPLOSION OF NEW ROUNDS
It is clear that new rounds were being written at an accelerating rate in the late 1940’s and early
1950’s. The magazine articles we have shown above make reference to that activity and all of the
books written at that time begin with a reference to the increasing rate of dance creation.
We are indebted to Dr. Roger Knapp for his very thorough listing of early round dances. During the
decade of the 1950’s he issued a quarterly collection of new dance direction sheets. We are not
aware of any place where the complete set is available but several issues are part of the collection of
the Square Dance Foundation of New England. Dr. Knapp also issued, periodically, an index of round
dances prepared by Rickey Holden. The first of these, issued in 1952, is reproduced below. It
includes nearly 100 dances. The handwritten entries were presumably made by the owner of the
book whose name, C. F. Gradfelter, appears on the cover. It’s interesting to note that every one of
those handwritten dance titles is included in the next year’s index. In the introduction to the three year
collection covering April 1953 to April 1956 Dr Knapp described the collection with these words:
In 1951dances seemed to be coming out so fast and from so many sources I felt a need to
collect then in some sort of order so they could be referred to quickly and without thumbing through all
of the individual periodicals in which they had originally appeared. In April 1951, therefore, I issued the
first basic collection for $1.00. Since then a quarterly supplement has appeared every July, October,
January and April at $.25 each.
No attempt has been made to cover all the dances that are known today. This collection
includes those dances that have appeared in magazines of the square and round dance world and
those that have been published by record companies. In all sections of the country these dances are
essentially the same although there will be slight differences in some of them due to minor changes
made by various teachers as the dances go the rounds of the country. An attempt has been made to
put into these pages, as near as could be found, the original figure. However the wording in some of the
dances has been changed and the original script edited to fit a standard form so there would always be
the same terminology used in the explanations.

The last of those indexes that we know of was issued in April 1959. It included much more
information about each dance than the first index. The listing showed in which quarterly issue the
dance was first included, the name of the dance, the name, publisher and record number of the music
and the name of the creator of the dance. I have converted that index to a spreadsheet and that to a
.pdf format document that can be downloaded from the SDFNE.org web site. The list included 380
dances. The complete set of dances on this list has also been digitized and may be found on the
SDFNE.org website.

DESCRIPTION STYLE
One of the significant changes that happened with round dancing during just a few years after
publication of Shaw’s book in 1947 was the way in which dances were described in print. In Shaw’s
book several different methods were used. Some were described in parts with paragraphs telling how
each step was to be done by both the man and the woman. Others were more general descriptions. A
few connected the step descriptions to the measures in the music. These various styles of dance
description were still common in 1950 When Ginger Osgood and her coauthors published “Dancin’ A
Round.” Her book and most others published in the early 1950’s included or began with a glossary
describing dance positions and at least the most common dance steps.
We include here several examples of the various styles used in print to describe a single dance from
that time. Only Osgood mentions three recordings for this dance.
Osgood

Day

Knapp

A major change in how dances were described took place over the period between 1950 and 1953.
That change is described in Frank Hamilton’s American Round Dancing by Doc Alumbaugh, owner of
Windsor Records. The adoption by Windsor Records of that way of describing dances on the
cue/description sheets that were included with the record was an important step toward rapid
acceptance of the method by the majority of record producers.

CUES
One very important new idea incorporated in this description is the cue. It seems clear, from the way
dance descriptions were written before 1950, that the concept of a leader “cueing” the dance while it
was being danced was mostly absent from the round dance activity at that time. Alumbaugh’s
description not only mentions the cue but clearly incorporates it into the printed description of the

dance. The cue as part of the dance direction was rapidly included, at least while teaching a dance,
by many round dance leaders over the next few years.
My own dancing experience offers insight into the changes taking place during this time. When I
began square dancing - other than what I was taught in grade school - with Ralph Page in 1947, the
dances done between the squares and contras were very much those described in Shaw’s 1947
book. I remember the Varsouvienne (Put Your Little Foot), Polkas, the Scottish Gay Gordons and
some other “folk” dances among them a Hambo and at least one waltz at the end of the evening. (I

note that Knapp identifies the date of Gay Gordons as 1951 and the record as a Windsor. I am quite sure that I was doing
the dance to a Parlophone recording in the New Haven Folk Dance Club and to live music at Page dances at least a
couple of years before that.) My first year in college I was a member of the New Haven Folk Dance Club

and dated a woman who was very active in the Cornell Folk Dance Club. When Al Brundage started
doing special events to incorporate the new ideas he had gained at Shaw’s, the round dance leader
working with him was Rose Zimmerman from New York. She taught rounds using the cues during the
teaching but then, as we danced rounds we had learned, there were no cues.
Today nearly all modern round dances are cued from the stage all the way through. That practice
became a part of the activity very slowly. I went, in 1960, to a weekend institute in western
Pennsylvania run by Joe and Es Turner from Washington DC. The leader was Frank Hamilton and I
went to learn how to teach rounds. (The callers on the staff were Arnie Kroneneberger and Bob Van
Antwerp and the opportunity to dance with them was an additional attraction.) ((We have an audio
clip with them calling on that weekend)) To Listen, Click here, then under categories, choose
Round Dance Clips. I can’t be absolutely certain, but I believe at that time Frank was cueing the
dances he taught the first time through and then let us repeat without cues. At the after party,
however, in a recreation room downstairs in the hotel facility, the jukebox was filled with popular
rounds of that time and the folks attending the institute danced to them late into the evenings with no
cues.
Several years later, on a calling tour that took me to Seattle, WA, I called for a Sunday afternoon
regional dance. I was given a stack of round dance records and instructed that I should immediately
play the first (of two) rounds before I put away my record after I ended calling my tip. Nearly all of the
40 squares of dancers immediately formed two circles and without cues danced the 20 or so rounds
that I played during that 3 hour dance. These were “Dance of the Month” selections chosen by the
area dance committee and taught at all the clubs in the area. By then, at my home clubs in New
England, rounds were already being cued all the way through. Another example of the variation in
cueing is the 1969 trip that we made to the National Square Dance Convention in Seattle. My wife,
JoAnn and her then husband Chuck Silloway were invited to present a dance Chuck had written.
They were strongly instructed to cue the dance only the first time through.

In Shaw’s book some dances were described measure by measure. Others were described as “parts”
with the parts not necessarily the same length. An example of that kind of description is this from a
1950 book by Betty and Homer Howell who attended Shaw’s 1950 summer session.
Homer: ALTI POLKA

Another format for dance description from the same document is GOLDEN SLIPPERS

That document also contains a dance by Doc Alumbaugh written before he had adopted the format
created by Ginger Osgood:
WALTZ OF THE BELLS

Dance descriptions were also variable as we see by comparing the Homer version of that dance with
the description contained in Osgood’s “Dancin’ a Round” published the same year.

Another comparison showing the variation in dance description is found with the dance ALWAYS as
found in “The Blue Book of Rounds” published in 1952 by Mel and Helen Day and as seen in the
Knapp 1952 collection.
DAY VERSION

Knapp version

After publication of Frank Hamilton’s “American Round Dancing” in 1953 with the section by Doc
Alumbaugh endorsing the description method developed by Ginger Osgood, the major record
companies began, also, to use that description method on the instruction sheets included with the
records. By 1956 when the second of Dr. Knapp's three-year collection of rounds was published most
of those shown were using the presentation style that Ginger Osgood had developed.

POSITION AND STEP DESCRIPTIONS
Two important parts of dance description are the words used to describe the positions of the dancers
during the dance and the steps they take in executing the action of the dance. Lloyd Shaw, in his
book in 1947, spent whole chapters describing the steps of each of the major types of dance - waltz,
polka, schottische etc. His descriptions of the dancers’ positions were equally extensive. By 1950
when Ginger Osgood and her co-authors published “Dancin’ a Round, the description of positions
was only a single page of drawings with descriptions. We reproduce that page here.

She devoted two additional pages to descriptions of the dance steps.
Osgood - 1950

The Days, in their “The Blue Book of Rounds”, covered both position and step descriptions in four
pages of a Glossary of Terms. We reproduce those pages here.
Day - 1950

Day - 1950

Two years later in Dr. Knapp’s first collection, he included a page with the heading “Definition of
Terms.” At the bottom of the page he referred folks to Lloyd Shaw’s book for full descriptions.

Three years later when, in Frank Hamilton’s book, Doc Aumbaugh spelled out a new format for
describing a dance in print, Frank also increased the information about dance positions and dance
steps. In the introduction to that section he made a plea for wide acceptance of his terminology. He
had assembled a large group of the round dance leaders of that day as collaborators and he
announced their acceptance of his “terminology” of round dancing.
Hamilton Position Descriptions - 1953

Hamilton Position Pictures - 1953
Dancers are Frank & Caroline Hamilton

It appears that Frank was able to persuade other leaders to accept his terminology. His
terms were widely used very soon after publication of his book.

GROWTH IN EARLY YEARS
During the early years of modern round dancing the pace of dance creation grew
rapidly. Shaw’s training sessions were creating new leaders throughout the country.
They knew each other because of attendance at Shaw’s institutes and they were
developing a new type of dance. Those in Shaw’s book were mostly shorter routines
often including a lot of repetition. Almost all the dance routines that were common at
that time were described in Shaw’s book. The new dances that were being written were
more often 32 measure routines that repeated only two or three times to a 4 or 5 minute
recording. The sharing of these routines was encouraged and enabled by both the
record companies and the two square dance magazines that were expanding their
distribution across the country - and Canada.
Before 1950 there were only a few ads for anything to do with round dancing. The first
articles that did mention rounds were discussing the difficulty of finding suitable
recorded music. Early record reviews in American Squares mentioned only a few of
what could be called “modern” rounds. Of the 55 rounds listed in Dr. Knapp’s first
collection put out in 1952, 26 did not have a named composer. These were mostly
various ways of doing “folk” dances. They were dances that were done with minor,
mostly regional, variations of the basic dance steps that were the chapter titles in
Shaw’s book; Polka, Waltz, Two Step, Mazurka/Varsouvienne, Schottische. Of the 29
that did have a named composer, 7 were written by Dr. Shaw and 4 by Doc Alumbaugh.
Only 8 of these composers were not included in Frank Hamilton’s listing of collaborators
in 1953. Clearly, the round dance leadership community was small and close in those
early days.
By the time the first of Dr. Knapp’s three year collections was issued in 1953, he listed
136 dances. In that collection 46 (about 1/3) were listed with no composer and these
included nearly half of the dances in the first group of 55. From then to the final
collection issued in 1959 only 6 of the added 251 dances were listed without a named
composer.
GROWTH OF FESTIVALS AND INSTITUTES
The early issues of the two national magazines show ads for square dance events that
increasingly mention round dancing specifically. The first of these was in ASD in March
of 1950 for the Northwest Folk Dance Camp in Idaho in August of 1950 that offered
training for leaders in “The Round Dance” with Jim and Ginny Brooks. The next I found
was in ASD for a “Square and Round Dance Camp” run by Manning and Nita Smith in
Kerrville, Texas in August of 1951. Idaho was involved in the early days of modern
round dancing, undoubtedly due to the involvement of the Days. The Boise Valley’s first
round dance festival was held in their studio on February 4, 1951. The leaders at that
event, in addition to the Days, were; Roland and Katharine Onffroy; Don and Doll Obee;
Ross and Penny Crispino; and Ken and Pat Cummings. Two Boise Valley original

dances were included on the program: The Riata by Gus Empie and Babe King and The
Mocking Bird Waltz by Mel and Helen Day. The announcement in the magazine goes
on to say “This type of program is the answer to current requirements of the round
dance enthusiast.”
A rather lengthy article in the May1952 issue of American Squares discussed the
changing round dance scene and suggested the establishment of exclusively round
dance groups. This was a discussion that was to continue in the round dance activity
and would, within the next decade, result in some separation between square and round
dancing. The separate round dance groups suggested in the article did develop. In the
earliest days of modern round dancing the leaders were usually square dance callers
who included round dancing in their programs. A few, like the Days in Idaho, were
ballroom dance teachers first but most were callers who adopted the increasingly
complicated rounds with enthusiasm.
Another quote from Nita Smith’s interview with Bob Brundage addresses this point:

“And most all of the callers were also round dance teachers. We would go to Houston, I say
Houston because that's our area, and Roger Knapp was one of the early, early, round dance
teachers and callers in our state, from Corpus Christi, and we always had some kind of a little
round dance to teach as well as teaching square dancing. So we learned the two together, and
we never separated them in our minds.”

Continuing from that interview in answer to Bob’s question:
So, when did you start concentrating on, or when did the round dances as we know it today get
started?

Nita’s response:

Well, just sort of crept in little by little. Of course, as we went, after we went to Shaw's, we started
going to Shaw's then, about the time that, well when we were just doing the simpler things. Then
we went to Shaw's year after year, and Shaw introduced us to . . . all of the kinds of round
dancing he did, and they were not easy. They were difficult. And we had to, lots of times we
couldn't take him off of the instruction sheet, and so it didn't take Manning long to get him, well,
we had a movie camera, and we'd take it, and whatever teacher was teaching those dances, we'd
get them later to perform for us, and that way when we got home, we, we really could learn
authentically how to do that dance. But that's where, but that was the beginning of the harder
dances. And I don't want to even record how many times we tried to teach it to people that didn't
know a thing in the world about it. But you couldn't blame the teachers, the people, if the teachers
didn't know any better, you couldn't expect the dancers to. But it's interesting they put up with all
the bad stuff they had. The bad procedures that all of us used because they were all loving
square dancing. But never in, actually we didn't get into heavy round dancing until we started
moving out of our area. We went to Oklahoma. That was the first place that invited us to come
and perform, and to call and teach. And, like I said, when you ask a caller to call, he
automatically, in most cases, also did a round dance. And so then somebody from Kansas saw
us in Oklahoma and said would you come to Kansas and dance and teach. And that's the way
that we began, and like I said, there was always a group of people, after the dance or sometime,
that said, hey, do you know such and such a dance? Could you teach it to us? And that's the way
the heavier dancers usually would come in the motel room or somebody's house, after hours, or
Sunday, or sometime, that's where we would do the round dancing, the heavier round dancing. It
was a good while before we really, actually, I would say, not until we got into institute work that
we got into the heavier rounds. And Manning was very particular about the music. If they didn't, if
it wasn't a toe-tapping piece of music, he didn't want any part of it. And we had trouble finding

music a lot, because that was before we had Grand and before we had all these other producers
of good music.

In the early 1950’s round dance institutes started to spring up in greater numbers.
Rounds had been included in the program at square dance camps even before the
increase in “new” or, as Nita Smith says, “heavier” rounds began to accelerate but in
the early 1950’s these became much more widely available. These more complicated
dances called for more instruction by the leaders and they began to appear as round
dance specialists on the festival and institute staffs. The first Summer Institute run in
1951 at the Asilomar YWCA Camp in California by Bob Osgood had Ralph Maxheimer
and his wife, Eve, on the staff as round dance specialists.
Nita Smith talks about the first institute that they started in 1951 with these words:

NS: Well, of course, we feel like we were most fortunate to have had 8 years with Lloyd Shaw.
And that was our beginnings, and we followed his theories all the way through, and by that time,
of course, we were traveling, going to state festivals every where. And we realized that we were
running into places where they needed leadership very badly. And we started our own institute,
and I felt like, gee this is, this is kind of ambitious for us to do this, but we started here because
we had a very nice facility on the Indian campus, and that made it very nice for us. Right from the
very first, we stressed dance basics, teaching techniques, and of course there was a lot of calling,
square dance calling at that time. But, mostly it was in rounds.

Most of the major square dance vacation and instructional camps and institutes
included round dancing. In the late 1940’s these dances were often called folk dances
but publication of Shaw’s book won quick adoption of the term round dancing. As the
complexity of the dances grew, qualified leaders became more important. Shaw had set
the pattern of a significant round dance presence in his institutes. The new leaders
followed his model in their own work.
Virginia Anderson, one of the coauthors with Ginger Osgood of the book “Dancin’ a
Round”, wrote this review of the California camp in the May 1949 issue of American
Squares:

The April 1952 issue of that magazine included a list of 18 vacation dance camps with
an introduction saying that the list was as complete as they could make it. The next
month they added 12 more in a supplement to the list.
One of the most prominent of the early summer dance camps was Lighted Lantern in
Colorado. They included on their staff many of the most influential early round dance
leaders. On their web site http://www.phantomranch.net/folkdanc/camps/lantern_1967his.htm , I
found this description of the round dance staff during the early years.
Lighted Lantern Dance Camp 1948 - 1967
Throughout the nineteen years of the Rocky Mountain Square Dance Camp's continuation many,
many leaders and callers have come and gone. Two couples, who perhaps are more widely
known than any others in the Round Dance field, Dr. Roger & Jean Knapp and Manning & Nita
Smith, served for several years on the camp staff. They were the early unquestionable "leaders"
in the art of Round Dancing and did more than any others have done in directing and stabilizing
the rapid development of Round Dancing throughout the country. Dena Fresh was also a Round
Dance instructor on the Lantern staff at one time. Surely every round dancer in the country at one
time or another learned and danced some of Dena's many beautifully choreographed waltzes.
Joe & Millie Urban were staff members for several years, as were Wally & Maxine Schultz, Jack &
Na Stapleton, Date & Dot Foster, and Pete & Ann Peterman. Ernie & Naomi Gross were campers
at the Lighted Lantern for five years, then served as Round Dance instructors (Ernie is also a
caller) from 1957 through 1965 -- making fourteen years in all. The Round Dance instructors who
are presently on the Lantern staff ware among the contemporary "best" in the field and most of
them were campers at the Rocky Mountain Square Dance Camp before they became instructors
-- Gene & Edna Arpfield, Bob & Helen Smithwick, Charley & Betty Proctor, Vaughn & Jean
Parrish, and Don & Pete Hickman.

Events that were exclusively for round dancing were beginning to appear. . Sets In
Order includes this description in their August 1954 issue.
Arizona
Round dancers in Prescott planned a Round Dance Festival, probably the first for the
state, for the afternoon and evening of July 17. Round dancers from near and far were
invited to participate in delightfully cool Prescott. Ralph Archer, Secretary of the Mile Hi
Round Dance Club, was active in arrangements.
The Houston, TX Round Dance Festival was started in 1953 and in 2014 will have their
62nd meeting. Their web site http://www.mpprow.com/PDF/HRDF%20History.pdf lists the staff
for each of those years and it is a “Who’s Who” of recognized teacher/leaders of round
dancing over those six decades. We have copied the list here.

HISTORY OF THE HOUSTON ROUND DANCE FESTIVAL
The Houston Round Dance Festival was first held in 1953. This festival is the
61st annual Houston Festival, the oldest continuous annual round dance festival in the world
. The dancers and instructors are pioneers in promoting round dancing across the country.
We are pleased to present the festival number, the festival year
and the names of the instructors in the list below:
1- 1953
Earl & Mary Noble, TX
Manfred & Bertha Holck, TX
Jimmy & Arma Mae Moss, TX
Earl & Ouida Eberling, TX
R.T. & Dolores Cavanaugh,
TX
Roy & Agnes Mackey, TX
2 - 1954
Manford & Bertha Holck, TX
Jimmy & Arma Mae Moss, TX
Roger & Jean Knapp, TX
Manning & Nita Smith, TX
3 - 1955
Roger & Jean Knapp, TX
Manning & Nita Smith, TX
Muriel Curd, KS
Dena Fresh, KS
4 -1956
Jack & Evelyn Cant, OK
Manford & Bertha Holck, TX
Roger & Jean Knapp, TX
5 - 1957
Homer & Betty Howell, OK
Manford & Bertha Holck, TX
Manning & Nita Smith, TX
6 - 1958
Oliver & Mabel Kassel, OK
Leonard & Marjorie Lee, OK
Roger & Jean Knapp, TX
Elsie & Finn Wall, TX
Manford & Bertha Holck, TX
7 - 1959
Bill & Mary Lynn, MI
Paul & Edwinna Gravette, OK
Pete & Ann Peterman, TX
Manford & Bertha Holck, TX
Manning & Nita Smith, TX
Roger & Jean Knapp, TX
8 -1960
Gene & Edna Armfield, IL
Roger & Jean Knapp, TX
Manford & Bertha Holck, TX
Otto & Carlotta Hegermann,
TX
9 - 1961
Wayne & Norma Wylie, MI
Pete & Ann Peterman, TX
Roger & Jean Knapp, TX
Jess & Ellis Gates, TX

10 - 1962
Jack & Darlene Chaffee, CO
Wayne & Norma Wylie, MI
11- 1963
Jack & Darlene Chaffee, CO
Carl & Clare Bruning, LA
12 - 1964
Frank & Carolyn
Hamilton, CA
13 - 1965
Joe & Es Turner, MD
Charlie & Bettye
Procter, TX

26 - 1978
Bob & Rosemary Holiday, IL

44 - 1996
Carlos & Nancy Esqueda, CA

27 - 1979
Charlie & Bettye Procter, TX

45 - 1997
Peter & Beryl Barton, Canada

28 - 1980
Phil & Norma Roberts, IN

46 - 1998
Wayne & Barbara Blackford,
AZ

29 - 1981
Charles & Alida Lugenbuhl,
LA

47 - 1999
Irv & Betty Easterday, MD

30 - 1982
Bob & Rosemary Holiday, IL

48 - 2000
Kenji & Nobuko Shibata, CA

14 - 1966
Manning & Nita Smith, TX

31 - 1983
Richard & JoAnne Lawson,
TN

49 - 2001
Curt & Tammy Worlock, FL

15 - 1967
Manning & Nita Smith, TX

32 - 1984
Hap & A. J. Wolcott, NJ

16 - 1968
Ben & Vivian Highburger, TX

33 - 1985
Bennie & Dixie Humphryes,
AZ

17 - 1969
Ben & Vivian Highburger, TX
18 - 1970
Phil & Barbara Sterker, CO
19 - 1971
Frank & Phyl Lehnert, OH
20 - 1972
Manning & Nita Smith, TX
21 - 1973
Ted & Lois Mack, FL
22 - 1974
Charles & Dorothy DeMaine,
TX
23 - 1975
Harmon & Betty Jorritsma, CA
24 - 1976
Charles & Dorothy DeMaine,
TX
25 - 1977
Manning & Nita Smith, TX
Wayne & Norma Wylie, OK

34 - 1986
Wayne & Barbara Blackford,
FL
35 - 1987
Brent & Mickey Moore, TN
36 - 1988
John & Mary Macuci, MD
37 - 1989
George & Mady D'Aloiso, OH
38 - 1990
Peter & Beryl Barton, Canada
39 - 1991
Bill & Carol Goss, CA
40 - 1992
Rod & Susan Anderson, KN
41 - 1993
Brent & Mickey Moore, TN
42 - 1994
Derek & Jean Tonks, CA
43 - 1995
Pete & Mary McGee, PA

50 - 2002Brent & Judy Moore,
TN
51 - 2003
Curt & Tammy Worlock, FL
52 - 2004
Bill & Carol Goss, CA
53 - 2005
Al & Carol Lillefield, IN
54 - 2006
Ron & Ree Rumble, NJ
55 - 2007
Tim & Debby Vogt, NV
56 - 2008
George & Pamela Hurd, AZ
57 - 2009
Brent & Judy Moore, TN
58 - 2010
Bill and Carol Goss, CA
59 - 2011
Curt and Tammy Worlock, FL
60 - 2012
Kay and Joy Read. AZ
61 - 2013
Randy and Marie Preskitt, WA

RECORDS AND PUBLIC ADDRESS EQUIPMENT
I said in the opening paragraphs of this document that I believed modern round dance came about as
a result of the availability of recorded music and the equipment on which to play it for large dances. A
review of articles in the early issues of both national square dance magazines makes that point very
clearly. Both American Squares and Sets In Order offered records for sale and included reviews of
new recordings. Sets in order included this observation in a March 1950 issue:
Electricity Helps
Though the demand is greater upon him than ever before in square dancing history, the caller
today has so many advantages undreamed of in the early hoedown days. Electric public
address systems, which amplify his voice so that thousands of people may hear and
dance at one time have made it possible for the caller, realizing that his every word can
be understood, to develop more difficult and complicated fig ures. No longer is the caller for
a small group handicapped because of the expense of an orchestra. More than 37 record
companies throughout the country today are producing quality records on square dance
music without calls and round dance records which serve as a portable orchestra when
needed by the caller.

Few of those early recordings were for round dances. A review of a new release by Lloyd Shaw in
October 1950 is reproduced here. Note the comments in the middle about the included instructions.
Note also that these are not “modern” rounds.
LLOYD SHAW. Pappy has taken a fling in the recording game. If you're
satisfied with an organ for music, they are all you can ask. Vol. 1. Fred Bergin at
the organ. Playing excellent, arranging good, recording fine. 101 Merry Widow
Waltz. Metronome 53. TR 91. Skaters' Waltz. Metronome 50. TR 91. 103 Varsouvianna
Medley, 1. Put Your Little Foot, 2. "Pappy" Shaw's Varsouvianna.
Metronome 38. TR 89. Black Hawk Waltz. Metronome 48. TR xs 105 Laces
and Graces. Metronome 112. TR 91. Glow Worm Gavotte. Metrnnome 110.
TR 88. 107. The spoken instructions give merely the position for starting then
the music starts and Pappy gives the calls-that's what they are. However,
the calls are useless without the instructions on the front of the album unless
you know what you're doing before you start. The written instructions are
not keyed to the measure. One must carry over those fuller instructions to
listen to the calls to get the exact time in the measure that you do any given
dance. I'm not saying it can't be done. I think it would be easier if the written
instructions had been keyed to the measure. TR 67. We stock this album at
$4.95 and the first three records individually at $1.05. 109. This was released
in advance of the second album of which it forms a part because of the
popularity of the Irish Waltz. Waltz of the Bells. Metronome 60. TR 92. The
Irish Waltz. (Too-Ra-Loo-Ra-Loo-Ral). Metronome 54. TR 91. We sold a lot
of these at Camp Ihduhapi and we'll be glad to sell you one too, complete with
instructions, $1.05.
In November of 1950 Sets In Order ran an eight page feature on round dancing. It described in
considerable detail the six types of rounds that, even then, were what most people thought of when
round dancing was mentioned: waltz, polka, schottische, two-step, varsouvienne and gavotte.
The last page which listed available records ended with this observation:

Some of the newer round dances have started quite a rush on the part of manufacturers to keep
up with growth in demands. Here are a few of the more recent dances, with the recommended records:
Tea For Two - C&L 201,
Nola - Windsor 602,
Third Man Theme - Decca 24839 and MacGregor 644
Irish Waltz - Shaw 2-110 and MacGregor 644,
Josephine - M.G.M 10409

It’s interesting to note that MacGregor 644 is listed for two different dances. This was just the
beginning of the time when dances were being composed to fit a particular recording rather than just
to a rhythm and tempo that might be available in different tunes.
The next month’s issue included this comment:

This was a step toward the future of modern round dancing - a recording made specifically for a
dance and distributed with instructions for the dance included. This was not what would become
standard several years later with the music on one side of the record and a “cued” version on the
other. Rather, the reverse side of this record was the dance being taught by the creator.
In the 1952 listing of 55 dances by Dr Roger Knapp, there were 17 record companies identified. 8 of
these were listed with more than one record and Lloyd Shaw with 10 was by far the most. Windsor
with 7 was next. As we said previously, 24 of the dances were “traditional” with no author identified.
By 1959 in the final listing there were 45 record companies included. Seven of those accounted for
more than 15 releases each. They were: Capitol, Columbia, Decca, RCA, Lloyd Shaw, Sets In Order
and Windsor. The only one of those that was not included in the 1952 list was Sets In Order.
One interesting observation about the round dance recording business is the inclusion of cues. My
examination of the records in the collection of the SDFNE shows that the inclusion of music only on
one side with a cued version of the dance on the other side of the record, a practice common in the
later days of recorded rounds, was not done in the first decade of modern round dancing.

SUMMARY
When I started this project I expected to explore the first decade, at least, of modern round dancing.
As I said in the opening paragraphs, I was pretty sure that the expansion of recording and the
availability of good public address equipment was an important part of the transition from traditional to
modern round dancing. I had no idea how abrupt that change was. I am now convinced that the
change from the relatively short, rhythm based “folk” style of round that was, and I think still is,
common at traditional square dances in 1947 to the modern round that is most likely to be at least 32
measures long, repeated no more than three times and written and done to a specific recording had
spread widely by 1953.
The Dr. Roger Knapp indexes make clear the extent of this explosion. My own experience casts
some light on it as well. In the early 1950’s I was otherwise occupied (with the Korean War and
finishing my education) but when I started my first square dance club in 1956 the few rounds I was
doing were the same ones I had done while dancing with Ralph Page. I knew about the “new” rounds
from the teaching of Rose Zimmerman at Al Brundages weekends. There were leaders in New
England (Paul and Pat Channell, Bob and Betty Marsh and Dick and Evelyn Doyle) who were giving
more attention to rounds in their square dance programs. That led me to Frank Hamilton’s weekend
in 1960. Returning home from that I started a round dance class during the summer when my 6-days
a week schedule took a break. The dancer interest in rounds filled my 20 couple hall and required
that I run two classes a week for the first few years. By 1960 the change that I have described was
firmly in place.
I am deeply indebted to the SDFNE for the access I have had to their outstanding collection of early
documents. They have long been active in preserving the history of round dancing and have donated
full sets of several round dance magazines to the Milne Special Collections Library of the University
of New Hampshire. I hope the information I have collected will be of interest to the round dance
community as well as to historians.
APPENDIX:
The spreadsheet reproduced below is available in .pdf format on the SDFNE.org website.

